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Minutes of the CFTMs Conference held on 16th & 17th July 2015 at Goa 

 

Address by Member Traffic, Railway Board: 

 

1. IR has set for itself a stiff freight loading target of 1190 MT in the current 

year. In the first quarter of the financial year, freight loading has been 

below targets on all the Railways. Core sectors like Cement, Iron & 

Steel are not showing the expected buoyancy.  Rail transport, being a 

derived demand will be impacted if the current trend persists. MT 

complemented the railways which have outperformed the IR average – 

SECR, ECoR, ECR & WR. 

2. Zonal Railways were advised to keep a detailed record of the loss in 

loading on account of both external and internal factors.  Only when 

data in such granularity is available, will it be possible to formulate a 

strategy to alleviate the shortfall in freight loading, if any.  

3. Zonal Railways should focus on mobility. Issues of operating 

restrictions at the stations, including constraints in signal-interlocking, 

Station Working Rules should be reviewed by the Zonal Railways.  

4. Zonal Railways should communicate a monthly feedback to their major 

freight customers detailing the assessment of the reasons of shortfall in 

their loading, if any. In this regard, the letter written by ECoR to MCL 

was circulated for the benefit of  the CFTMs. 

 

Address by Additional Member /Traffic : 

5. Train Operations is a process and zones have to start looking at all the 

elements in the process-chain. Discipline and credibility are the 

backbone of freight operations. Zonal Railways have to stick to their 

commitments with their adjacent zones as a large part of decision-

making in freight operations is based on advance information regarding 

availability of resources. 

6. AM/T requested Zonal Railways to ensure optimal utilization of 

resources- locomotives, wagons etc. Mobility of the rolling stock is the 

key to the achieving the freight loading targets. 
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7. Discipline in movement of rolling stock has to be maintained so that 

sub-optimal empty running on account of CC-overdue/Premium 

overdue is minimized.  

8. Availability of locomotives for freight is the residual of coaching 

operations - Zonal Railways should undertake a zero-based analysis of 

coaching locomotive links.  

 

Innovations : 

9. WCR has set up a temporary mobile fueling point at Majhauli (JPVN) 

station wherein tanker trucks of Jaypee group dispense HSD to the 

railway locomotives. This avoids light running of locomotives for over 

100 km only for fuelling. Other Zonal Railways should explore the 

possibility of emulating this model of fuelling to reduce the cost of 

operations. 

 

Issues pertaining to Locomotives: 

10. MT stated that in order to optimally use the available section capacity, it 

is necessary to power the trains adequately. Locomotive production 

from DLW and CLW should be increased to the maximum extent 

possible. EDME(Tr.) stated that the target for DLW for the current year 

is 300 locomotives, whereas in 2016-17, it would be increased to 350-

400. Both EDME(Tr.) and Adv.L/RS stated that funds commensurate to 

the production target are not allotted to the Production Units, resulting 

in difficulties in placement of orders for parts. MT stated that this issue 

should be raised in the Board meeting for a resolution. 

11. Zonal Railways should increase the population of multiple-units of 

WAG7, WAG5, WDM2 during the lean season till October. 

12. There is a restriction on movement of WDG4D, dual-cab locomotive, as 

CRS sanction is yet to be obtained by NWR, NR and WCR. 

13. Sanction for WDG5 is available only on WR. Further a large number of 

operating restrictions are imposed like avoiding platform lines etc. WR 

was requested to send a detailed performance appraisal report of 

WDG5 so that a decision on further proliferation on Indian Railways can 

be taken. 
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14. CR highlighted the problem of inadequate shunting locos on the zone 

and sought further allotment of shunting locomotives from Railway 

Board. 

15. 26 AC/DC locomotives are rendered surplus after the conversion of 

Mumbai Suburban Area from DC traction to AC traction. A decision on 

re-deploying these locomotives is required to be taken.  

16. Thirty diesel locomotives have been identified as surplus on SR and 

should be transferred to other Zonal Railways. 

17. Fuelling of freight train locos should be avoided at Allahabad/NCR. 

Trains from NER/WCR should have sufficient fuel balance so that 

detention at ALD station can be reduced.  

18. EDME/Tr mentioned that the quality of locomotive data entered in FOIS 

is poor and is unreliable. The data entry of locomotive numbers, 

schedules should be monitored in FOIS. 

19. REMLOC system has been commissioned on 50% of the diesel 

locomotives. Many vital parameters of diesel locomotives, including 

location through GPS, are monitored remotely. The possibility of 

integrating REMLOC data with FOIS may be explored. 

20. Railway Board has decided to increase the production of shunting 

locomotives to cater to the additional requirement  in the zones. Zonal 

Railways should review their requirement of shunting locos and send 

their requirement to Railway Board. 

 

Stock Issues: 

21. SECR mentioned that CC rakes are getting lost on FOIS account. 

Incorrect data entry in FOIS is inhibiting the monitoring of CC rakes. 

 

Planning Issues: 

22. ECoR sought Railway Board sanction  for remodeling Cuttack yard and 

providing six IBS on Vizianagaram-Titlagarh section.  

23. ECoR’s proposal of material modification of electrification of sidings as 

part of electrification project of JSG-Titlagarh may be sanctioned at the 

earliest. 
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24. The funding for the third line work between Wardha-Nagpur has been 

shifted to Extra Budgetary Resources (EBR) and uncertainty on the 

fund availability is affecting the progress of the work. 

25. Railway Board should issue a policy on permitting surface crossing 

while commissioning sidings on trunk routes. A large number of sidings 

on either side of the existing double line are under active consideration 

on the BPQ-NGP route. Rail Over/Under Rail bridges should be 

planned to avoid surface crossings on such routes. 

26. A Rail-over-Rail flyover is essential at Madgaon so that the traffic from 

Goa Port can be moved to interior Karnataka unhindered by the traffic 

flow on Konkan Railway. SWR was requested to calculate the Rate of 

Return of such an investment so that funds can be made available from 

EBR as part of the estimate of doubling of KRCL line at MAO.  

27. The powers delegated to the General Managers for sanctioning new 

weighbridges should be enhanced from the present limit of Rs.20 lakhs. 

28. ED/Planning mentioned that 242 doubling projects totaling 11000 km 

have been taken up on priority in the current year and adequate funds 

have been allocated. Zones may examine the need for a rail-over-rail 

flyover to avoid surface crossings and propose the same after 

calculating the rate of return on such investment. Funds through the 

EBR route would be made available.  

29. Terminals/ Signalling interlocking may be reviewed at the major 

junctions. Restrictions in interlocking is impacting junction capacity. 

30. The unloading capacity available at certain goods sheds is insufficient 

to handle even the current levels of traffic. Zones should plan new 

goods sheds to cater to IRs growing freight traffic. 

 

Rating Issues : 

31. The loading of covered stock on the congested routes should be 

restricted to BCNHL only. 

32. Many goods sheds are unfit for handling BCNHL wagons on account of 

infringing the Schedule of Dimensions. Action should be taken by the 

Zonal Railways to ensure that all goods sheds are made fit for BCNHL 

stock at the earliest. 
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33. The requirement of 100m straight length and point-free zone while 

installing in-motion weigh bridges should be reviewed by RDSO. This 

stringent condition is an impediment to site the weighbridge at 

operationally convenient locations. 

34. Railway Board should consider accepting weightometer readings 

instead of the current rules stipulating  weighment on an in-motion 

weigh bridge. Further, weighbridges have to be calibrated in the 

presence of a committee of JAG officers once in 3 months.  This needs 

to be reviewed as it is not possible for JAG officers in the field to 

undertake such frequent visits to supervise the functioning of each and 

every weighbridge in their jurisdiction. 

35. ER pointed out that withdrawal of the freight discount offered in short 

lead loading below 100 km will impact the overall coal loading on ER.  

36. SR sought review of port congestion charges imposed. Traffic, including 

movement of bulk commodities like coal, has shifted to road from 

Karaikkal port.  

37. Two/Three point combinations of loaded steel rakes for destinations on 

the congested A-route of NCR should be reviewed. NCR A-route should 

be declared as a single point destination route. 

38. Mini rakes/two point loading should be restricted in BCNHL only. 

39. Loading in two-point rakes for destinations on SECR should be banned 

on account of severe congestion in its routes. 

40. NFR requested opening empty flow streams for SEE, SPJ , HWH and 

SDAH divisions under the Automatic Freight Rebate Scheme. 

41. CFTM/NFR suggested offering graded discounts ranging from 20%-

40% instead of a flat rate of LR1 to mitigate the risk of existing traffic 

getting diverted to lower price points.  

42. EDTC/R requested publicity on the new Automatic Freight Rebate 

Scheme introduced by Railway Board.  

43. It was suggested that discounts to Bulk Minerals/Coal should be 

extended in the empty flow scheme in covered stock. 

44. Central Railway sought empty flow discounts in steel rakes moving from 

BB division towards NGP. 
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45. KRCL requested for dynamic distance inflation to be introduced so that 

other IR routes don’t become shorter than KRCL by virtue of distance 

inflation charged on KR.  

46. SER requested that the powers for certifying fitness of sidings for 25T 

axle loading should be delegated to the Zonal Railways. 

47. All programmed traffic should be on Electronic-registration of Demand 

mode only. A separate meeting should be convened to sort out the 

problems being faced by ECoR, ECR, etc. in e-RD of programmed 

traffic of coal. 

48. Feedback was sought on the policy changes in the rules for allotments, 

priority in private sidings with multiple co-users. 

 

Issues pertaining to Rationalization/Priority: 

 

49. Many of the trains loaded from Dhamra Port, booked to move via IB are 

moved via the operationally convenient route Dhamra Port– Bhadrak 

(BHC). Rationalization above of this traffic stream should be examined.      

50.  The loading of SCR booked via JSG, is moved through BHC in view of 

severe constraints in line capacity in CHP-JSG section of BSP division 

of SECR. The possibility of rationalization of traffic originating on SCR 

for ER/SER/ECR/NF destinations should explored. 

51. Traffic for HIMB (Mahan) siding on JBP division of WCR loaded from 

Vizag/Kakinada port should be rationalized via BHC-KGP-Chandel – 

BRKA-MHDA – HIMB instead of the congested RV line and further 

through BSP – ANPR – NKJ – SGRL. 

52. The need for differential priority in Salt needs to be reviewed. Railways 

is unable to load industrial salt offered by trade from the goods sheds 

on WR. However, WR was requested to explore enhancing the capacity 

at the loading goods sheds so that both edible and industrial salt are 

loaded without any restriction.  
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Information Technology/FOIS/ICMS/CMS Issues: 

53. MT desired that a week should be dedicated to resolving the issues in 

FOIS faced by the Zonal Railways and in purification of FOIS data.  

54. Iron-ore loaded from SER/ECoR is getting stabled due to non-

integration of RAS of SER/EcoR. Absence of adequate holding capacity 

between Raigarh-KDTR is affecting operations.The existing stand-alone 

Rake Allotment Systems (RAS) of ECoR and SER should be integrated 

within a week. 

55. ECR attributed e-ACT as an impediment to loading from ACC/Sindri 

and from the Aurangabad goods shed. The logic of E-ACT needs to be 

reviewed.  

56. A FOIS week should be held so that issues faced by Zonal Railways 

are discussed and data quality in FOIS is improved.  

57. Director Rail Movement/Kolkatta stress on the need to update the 

referential data on coal handling points in FOIS.  

58. CRIS was requested to make available the referential data resident in 

FOIS as a static query so that zones can get the data verified. 

59. A presentation on a new FOIS app designed for Tablets/Smart Phones 

GM/FOIS was made. CRIS informed that the apps will be rolled out in 

Dhanbad and Khurda divisions in the first phase followed by other 

divisions. It was decided that around 500 Tablets would be requested to 

cover the officers engaged in freight Operations. 

60. Director/Operations CRIS requested Railway Board for sanction of the 

project of Master Database Management so that the disparate 

databases in the various IT systems can be integrated into one. 

61. CRIS was requested to integrate CMS and  ICMS/FOIS so that crew 

data is automatically ported into FOIS/ICMS. This will help generate 

automatic reports on pre-departure detention etc. 

62. AM/Traffic requested CRIS to develop a Rake Assignment Model for 

optimal allocation of empty BTPN rakes to the loading points.  
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Traffic Statistics: 

63. ED/S&E requested Zonal Railways should periodically review the traffic 

statistics so that any discrepancy in statistics is detected in time. E.g, 

CFTMs should monitor the NTKMs carried vis-à-vis NTKMs booked to 

discern any deviation from the existing operating practices. 

64. The accuracy of the statistics compiled in the Zonal Railways is vital as 

critical investment decisions are based on the statistics. 

65. Statistical directorate is working on an exercise to determine the cost of 

a traffic block, opportunity cost of a parcel train etc. These figures will 

be made available to the Zonal Railways to improve the quality of 

decision making. 

66. SER suggested that the traffic and earnings under commodity 

groupings of Clinker and Cement should be shown separately in 

Statistical Statement 7A. 

 

Presentation on new BOXN wagon design: 

67. A presentation was made on a new wagon design/prototype of BOXN 

wagon so that body damages during loading/unloading using JCBs/ 

Porclain are prevented. CFTMs were requested for feedback on the 

design. Several disadvantages – difficulty in loading bagged 

consignments, granite slabs, steel consignments – leading to increased 

empty running, increase in tare weight,  rods prone to damage etc. 

were expressed.  

 

Issues pertaining to the Zonal Railways: 

 

Presentation by ECOR: 

68.  Regular Parcel trains are restricting passage of goods trains through 

Duvvada/Bhadrak. Parcel express should be run at higher speeds and 

within the coaching corridors so that they don’t impact movement of 

freight. 

69. Evacuation of outward loads from ECoR remains a cause of concern. 

The interchange requirement at Duvvada is 30 trains with SCR and at 

Bhadrak is 35 trains with SER.  
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70. ECoR should run atleast 3 trains via Bhadrak –SER with its crew to 

mitigate the shortage of crew with SER. 

71. Lack of unloading capacity for cement at ECoR in Mancheswar, Cuttack 

goods sheds is restricting loading in SCR. ECoR should explore using 

the facility available with CRWC at Jaganathpur to unload cement.   

 

South East Central Railway: 

72. SECR should step-up loading from the captive blocks of Rajasthan 

utilities to 5 rakes/day. 

73. SECR to run 3 long-haul trains daily via NKJ. 

74. WCR to run long-hauls at NKJ for SECR. 

 

East Central Railway 

75. All trains via B-route, except Unchahar and Tanda power house loads 

should run with electric locomotives to reduce the requirement of 

traction change at Mughalsarai. NR has to increase availability of 

electric crew at MGS. 

76. Jumbo empties examined at NRPA should be run with electric via 

Chapra. NER has to increase the number of crew trained in electric 

traction. Till sufficient NER crew undergoes conversion training, ECR 

crew trained in electric traction should be extended into NER territory.  

77. As and when Mungher bridge is commissioned, push-pull trains (with 

locomotives at both ends) should be run to avoid loco reversal at 

Jamalpur. 

 

Western Railway 

78. Western Railway highlighted the limited infrastructure capacity  for 

evacuating freight trains via NWR. NWR has to accept and run long-

hauls in the congested PNU-MJ section. 

79. The unloading performance on WR has deteriorated. This needs to 

improve. 

80. WR should explore loading cement for container terminals declared as 

PFT to overcome the problem of frequent restrictions on popular goods 

sheds in Northern India. 
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Eastern Railway 

81. Ballast loading should be allowed unhindered. No restrictions messges 

shall be issued for loading of ballast. 

82. ECR has to ensure adequate crew trained in WDG4 is available to 

ensure free movement of diesel trains from ER.  

 

Central Railway 

83. The loading/unloading time for handling container trains at JNPT is 

increasing and this is resulting in an adverse impact on container 

loading. A stakeholder meeting of Shipping Ministry, Shipping Lines, 

Container Train Operations and Railways needs to be convened at 

Railway Board level to sort out the issues. 

84. SCR should run a few trains with its crew at Pimpalkuti to overcome the 

severe shortage of staff faced by CR 

 

Northern Railway 

85. NR has to increase the availability of electric crew at MGS for running 

more trains on B – route.  

 

West Central Railway 

86. WCR requested for additional allotment of WDG4 locos at NKJ. 30 

WDG3A freight locomotives are surplus on Southern Railway which can 

be transferred to WCR. 

 

Southern Railway 

87. Railways  has become a marginal player in the cement logistics in 

Tamil Nadu. Only the overflow from road is coming to rail. This has 

made demand for cement very erratic. Cement factories have shifted to 

rail both for their inbound as well as outbound logistics.  

88. There is a potential for capturing Pet Coke from MRPL. The traffic is, at 

present, moving by road. However, MRPL would require access to the 

terminal facilities inside Mangalore port. As this traffic is purely a 
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domestic movement, intervention of the Ministry of Shipping would be 

required to permit access to the terminal facilities at Mangalore Port.    

 

South Western Railway 

89. There is a heavy demand for cement to SWR terminals. Efficient 

unloading operations is a must to avoid frequent restrictions on loading. 

 

North Western Railway 

90. Interchange target for NWR at Bhildi was fixed at 20 trains and 

Palanpur at 12 trains each way so that loading of Western Ports  can 

move unhindered into the hinterland. 

 

North Eastern Railway 

91. Should focus on unloading performance and mobility of cross – traffic. 

Heavy detention from placement to release is seen in popular terminals 

like Siwan, Rudrapur. Frequent restriction on NER terminals is affecting 

loading on other Zonal Railways.  
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